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Beginning the
countdown to spring

G

reetings from our family at Noland
Farms! We hope 2016 has treated you
well, and your New Year’s resolutions haven’t
been completely abandoned already! For those
of us in Central Illinois, our winter weather
has been mild, and each day is an inch closer
to the warmth of spring. Snow is beautiful, but
the accompanying ice and wind chill definitely
dampens the attractiveness. Even with shorter
days and cold nights, the countdown for
spring has begun at Noland Farms.
Field operations should be well un-

derway in just 60 days from now… time
sure flies! The opportunity associated with
growing a crop is humbling, challenging
and truly exciting. We approach each year
with the underlining goals of maximizing the
land’s productivity and profitability through
sustainable and efficient practices. Each year’s
growing season provides a clean slate and
platform to achieve this goal of continued
improvement. One might correlate this to a
new baseball season for the Chicago Cubs,
but we desire a better end-result!

Good, bad, better

E

ach new growing season begins with high
expectations and tremendous promise.
The spring of 2015 was no different. Our
corn crop was planted into ideal field conditions within the targeted calendar window,
which is typically more easily said than done.
We utilized our geographic diversity across
five counties to keep equipment operational.

Soybean planting began in late April,
and we achieved 95% completion before our
first rain event. Our 2015 soybean portfolio
consisted of three varieties, which are all
contracted for seed production. Half of our
soybean acres are contracted in non-GMO
(genetically modified organisms) varieties,
which is an additional risk reduction measure.

We identiﬁed
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participation
in community
service as
an area of
importance.

Giving back
to community

E

valuating the previous year’s goals
and recognizing what was done well
throughout the season is an important
aspect of our discussion too. Personally,
we identified growing our participation
in community service as an area of importance. Our family’s Agriculture Scholarship
through the local high school is now in its
fourth year, which brings us great pride.
The monetary amount is small, but it is our
re-investment in the next generation. The
quality of past recipients indicates that the
industry’s future is bright.

Community service has continued at
the local governmental level. Grant and
Blake have continued their service through
the Macon County Board and Zoning
Board of Appeals. We have also expressed
interest in serving as an avenue of education
for those unfamiliar with the origination
point of their food… putting faces behind
the products grown that eventually land on
their kitchen table. We hosted groups from
the local community, Brazil, China, India
and Cuba this year.

Dennis and guests from India

Clayton Smith was awarded our family’s Agriculture Scholarship
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Improving harvest logistics

O

perationally, we identified harvest
logistics as an area for needed improvement and we are focusing on the area
of on-farm grain storage. On-farm storage
allows us to remove ourselves from the
“harvest bottleneck” at country elevators
and provides physical control of the grain,
which can be the foundation for participating in beneficial market conditions.
In spring of 2015, we broke ground on
our new grain facility in southern Macon
County. The objectives of the facility were
to provide additional grain storage, increase
corn drying capability and improve grain
unloading capacity (quicker “turn-around”
times from field to storage). We’re pleased to
share that the objectives were met, and the
facility will be a tremendous asset for years
to come. Addressing the soybean crop, we
increased the capacity of our grain unloading equipment and reallocated existing onfarm storage for reduced in-season travel.
Ironically, our recommended improvements pertain to improvements we attempted
to implement. The timing of implementations, which happened to be our busiest time
of the year (harvest), added additional layers
of complexity. In an effort to continue our
vertical integration within the supply chain,
we began spreading dry fertilizer this fall.
After the crop was harvested, we unloaded
the fertilizer from our storage facility into
a tender truck that hauls the product to the
field. At the field, a piece of equipment with
large flotation tires spreads different types of
granular fertilizer across the field to replenish the nutrients utilized by the corn and
soybeans. The machine’s operator applies
the fertilizer based off a “prescription map”
written specifically for each farm.
We were able to successfully implement
this new operation and have introduced system improvements for the coming year that
should yield labor and logistical efficiencies.

On the eve of harvest, we also introduced a
data management software system to serve as a
“mission control” and “data collection center”
for our farm. Machine, crop input and operator data is collected and automatically sent into
the platform. We struggled at times with the

technological “learning curve” over the course
of harvest, but we clearly understand the value
in measurement and analysis. The collection
and application of the data will be a powerful
evaluation tool for our business in 2016. Never
a dull moment in farming!

Farmland Investment
Current operational updates
and new pictures
are available on
our website.

www.nolandfarms.com
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T

he current farmland market has provided exciting opportunities for those
with current land holdings and individuals interested in purchasing a
farm. We are excited to discuss investment opportunities!

Dennis
Duane
Grant
Blake

217.433.8947
217.433.2979
217.433.8084
217.433.4155

dennis@nolandfarms.com
duane@nolandfarms.com
grant@nolandfarms.com
blake@nolandfarms.com
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Noland Farms, Inc
7954 S. Meridian Ave
Blue Mound, Il 62513-7067
www.nolandfarms.com

Sustaining
growth through
relationships

A

griculture is cyclical in nature like many other
industries, and we appear to be entering a period of lower profitability for production agriculture.
Global influences such as the decline in crude values,
strength of the U.S. dollar, economic uncertainty
within China, and multiple years of record grain
production are some of the market dynamics that
have negatively impacted our revenue stream for
the coming season. We envision our investments in
vertical integration through product storage assets
such as grain, fertilizer and fuel storage will aide in
the financial transition. Our family has also been
fortunate to experience sustained growth through
relationships with landowner partners that understand production agriculture’s cycles. Each new
growing season provides different economic and
environmental challenges that provide invaluable
learning experiences, and great opportunities are on
the horizon. Stay safe!

“Daddy, can you hear me now?”

